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Permitting Memory 
 
This project has been a process study of the temporary architectural phenomenon. Through a series of 
investigations, beginning with a case study of the Olympics, and ultimately a closer look at the implications 
created from the following image, my project looks to address a particular set of memories produced by an 
instance of overlapping spectacle. The first, the 1984 Winter Olympic Games in Sarajevo, and less than a 
decade later, violent civil war resulting in the dissolution of former Yugoslavia. From this image, and 
knowledge of the site, temporary becomes spectacle, becomes memory, becomes permitted activity. 
 
The people of Sarajevo have acknowledged what has happened here, but choose not to dwell on the past. 
The site exists as its own archive. For my proposal, it is necessary to acknowledge what is happening, 
separate from what has occurred before, and allow new memories to be made. Just as this site has 
dictated what particular events have and may possibly occur, history and new activity permit further 
program.  
 
A hostel fits here as a means to encourage natural re-inhabitation while allowing the visitor to determine 
what they may experience without formal suggestion. In essence, it allows history and memory, simply, to 
continue. As permitted, program becomes a place to gather, a space to meet, a room to recover and 
reflect. 
olympic past : research of fallen spectacle
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1984 Winter Olympics : 1,437 Athletes / 646,000 spectators
Bosnian War, Siege of Sarajevo 1992 - 1995 : 13,952 casualties / 468,827 mortar shells
“Sniper Alley”
confinement surrounded :
escaping the past
downhill : a story of elevated glory to executionX
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project 
proposal : 
hostel
1” =90’  
1984 Winter Olympics : ski jump and nordic combined venue & facilites
Bosnian War, Siege of Sarajevo 1992 - 1995 : located within bosnian free territory / adjacent to artillery high ground 1539’
primary hiking and 
biking trail :
adaptive necessity : Former home to both victory and conquest, memory remains 
permissive program : a place to gather, a space to meet, a room to recover and reflect
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view from 5’ 6”
vertical ascent : replicating the journey of the traveler
concealment : beneath the earth, rooted in land and safe from history / bunker 
view from 44’ 8”
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communal arrangement : opportunity to promote interactivity
conversation : storytelling becomes product of personal expereince 
view from 78’ 6”
The visitor sits quietly on his bunk. An nine hour flight from across the Atlantic. vacation, of a sorts. 
igman offered much to occupy the typical tourist. home to the former 1984 winter olympic games, the 
towering structures of a forgotten ski jump stand tall, crumbling with the fall of the western sun 
below the mountains peak. this is solitude. a decade passes. 
explosions. mortar and gunfire. the screams of fugitive civilians as they flee through the valley and 
foothills beyond. The year is 1993. the siege of sarajevo has been ongoing for over eleven months now. 
when will it stop? so long as the mountain holds, the artillery shall stay with it. how to move a 
mountain? 
the visitor pauses and reflects on the history surrounding him. why is it he came again? oh yes. to 
experience. to feel the crisp mountain air, and tempt fate at 
the lip of the jumps. to isolate himself from the typical. 
rules? there are no rules here. he can ski. he can jump. 
he can climb. he can walk. nothing stands to suggest
what is allowed. the memory is his to make.
walking downstairs, he meets a new 
face. this face does not speak 
english. but oh the tales it would tell 
if it could. of sunrises, and piles of snow, 
of picnics on the medal stands, and 
volleyball in the field. he is a sarajevan.
and he, well...
he has come to forget.
provocation for activation : as space, landscape serves to permit active use and visitation
lingering memory : as place, Mount igman is representative of self-documented history
sunrise / east
outrun : public space
view from 138’ 0”

